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Abstract—With the emergence of mobile computing offloading paradigms such as Mobile Edge Computing (MEC), many IoT applications can take advantage of the computing powers of end devices to perform local tasks without the need to rely on a centralized server. Computation offloading is becoming a promising technique that helps to prolong the device's battery life and reduces the computing tasks' execution time. Many previous works have discussed task offloading to the cloud. However, these schemes do not differentiate between types of application tasks. It is not reasonable to offload all application tasks into the cloud. Some application tasks with low computing and high communication cost are more suitable to be executed on the end devices. On the other hand, most resources on the end devices are idle and can be used to process tasks with low computing and high communication cost. In this paper, a three-layer task offloading framework named DCC is proposed, which consists of the device layer, cloudlet layer and cloud layer. In DCC, the tasks with high computing requirement are offloaded to the cloudlet layer and cloud layer. Whereas tasks with low computing and high communication cost are executed on the device layer, hence DCC avoids transmitting large amount of data to the cloud, and can effectively reduce the processing delay. We have introduced a greedy task graph partition offloading algorithm, where the tasks scheduling process is assisted according to the device computing capabilities following a greedy optimization approach to minimize the tasks communication cost. To show the effectiveness of the proposed framework, We have implemented a facial recognition system as a use case scenario. Furthermore, experiment and simulation results show that DCC can achieve high performance when compared to state-of-the-art computational offloading techniques.

Index Terms—Computation offloading, Cloud computing, Cloudlet computing, Dynamic mobile cloudlet, Cluster formation, Communication tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the tremendous growth of the Internet of Things (IoT), the number of objects connected to the IoT network is in the scale of billions. Most of mega cities around the world such as Beijing and New York have recently been equipped with thousands of smart objects, including cameras, sensors and actuators. These objects sense the environment and react to a real-time situation by gathering data from different sources, which requires sending a huge amount of data continuously. Analyzing such tremendous generated data, such as the video streams from smart cameras, or augmented reality, and facial recognition data in IoT applications requires a high computing resource that can be empowered by the Cloud Computing [1]. Cloud Computing can be described as a remote data center consisting of a collection of super computing nodes that share resources with each other forming intensive resource computing associated with smart management software such as a software-defined network (SDN). The devices that are unable to complete computing tasks locally, offload their computing task to the cloud. However, due to the large gap between the cloud and end devices, the network could suffers from connectivity delay which is not suitable for latency sensitive real-time applications, in addition to the back traffic weight that could overload the network. In order to reduce the network delays and the massive resulting traffic through the network, Edge Computing (EC) [2] was suggested as a solution to solve those issues where it enables computing at the edge of the network. However, shifting the computation from the cloud to the edge requires intelligent supervision. Furthermore, researchers suggested Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) in [3], which is considered to be a variant form of EC adapted to mobile networks.

Some MEC architectures and offloading strategies have been investigated in [4–8] for remote task computing, which deals separately with different minimizing or maximizing objectives, such as minimizing the energy consumption or the execution delay or maximizing the offloaded tasks ratio or the system profit within computing devices or the fog nodes [7, 8]. In [9] authors target the execution time within IoT devices, and introduced a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme to reduce the application tasks execution delay. Also, authors in [10, 11] have proposed femtocloud system which provides a dynamic, self-configuring, and multi-device mobile cloud out of a cluster of mobile devices. Moreover, authors in [11] identify an optimal scheduling decision for a mobile application comprising of dependent tasks, such that the communication and execution cost is minimized subject to an application deadline. However, most of these works did not consider the application task dependency and the communication burden, the IoT devices at the edge do not differentiate applications tasks and offloaded the entire applications tasks to the cloud using traditional offloading strategies, which cause a large volume of data to be transmitted, and subsequently network congestion.

In fact, offloading tasks to the cloud can be reasonable when the edge or fog computing nodes cannot fulfill the application needs. The high computing requests demands may
exceed the capability of the nodes because of their insufficient resources. While offloading tasks with low computing and high communication cost to the cloud is not reasonable, due to the unstable devices connection with the cloud and the long distance between devices and cloud. It is better to process these tasks locally within the edge and nearby devices to reduce the communication traffic and execution time. Furthermore, there are still some problems that have not been addressed in the previous works. Firstly, the resources on the edge may not fulfill all user’s requests due to the enormous offloading tasks. Secondly, the mobility of mobile devices still stands as a barrier to achieve efficient offloading. Thirdly, choosing the suitable task execution location remains a challenge. In order to solve all these problems mentioned above, we proposed a three-tier MEC architecture as shown in Fig. 1, which consists of device layer, cloudlet layer, and cloud layer (DCC).

Based on the observation that a large number of computing resources in the local devices are idle in practice, a large number of high communication tasks can be handled locally if these idle computing resources can be utilized. As a result, the processing delay of these tasks can be reduced, and we avoid sending large amounts of data to the cloud. Therefore, a device layer in DCC is defined by forming dynamic mobile cloudlet devices in the same area. The advantages of DCC are as follows. Firstly, high communication tasks in DCC can be handled locally within the nearby computing nodes, and high computing tasks can be sent to the cloud. Secondly, a mobile device jointly form a cloudlet, which will make its link to the cloud more reliable. Thirdly, some tasks will be processed locally which will ease the pressure on the cloud. Finally, a suitable task execution location can be chosen by adopting an optimal scheme in DCC.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) Proposed a novel a three-layer task offloading framework named DCC, which consists of the device layer, cloudlet layer and cloud layer.
2) Proposed a greedy task graph partition offloading algorithm, where the tasks scheduling process is assisted according to the device computing capabilities following a greedy optimization approach to minimize the tasks communication cost.
3) Implemented a facial recognition system based on the proposed framework as use case scenario.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses previous related works. Section III describes the application model used for computing and offloading tasks with the proposed architecture and outlines the proposed resource allocation and task partition algorithms. Section IV analyses the partition algorithm’s performance and the experiment results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, offloading computing shown a wide application in several domains in IoT, with different architectures and different policies, where application tasks executed remotely on other devices due to insufficient device resources, regarding the application execution time and devices energy. Different works have been explored this area and different static and dynamic offloading frameworks and architectures were proposed. In [12, 13] authors introduced CloneCloud and MAUI frameworks that aim to improve battery life and device performance by offloading application components to cloud servers. Both targeting one server for offloading. In CloneCloud, tasks executed in a cloned image of the system of the device, it combines a static program analysis with a profiling program to select the offloaded components. In MAUI tasks executed based on methods annotation and static program analysis. However, a single server may not have enough communication and computing resources. In these cases, and in other situations, where there are significant latency limitations, frameworks with concurrent offloading on multiple servers have been suggested for task distribution among a cluster of servers with specific processing and communication capabilities. In [14] a framework named ThinkAir has been proposed to fix the drawbacks of two previous mentioned frameworks. In particular, ThinkAir use being used with new ways for resource management and simultaneous task execution. It focuses on the cloud’s elasticity and scalability and improves the capacity of mobile cloud computing by using several virtual machine (VM) images for parallel process execution.

Concerning the offloading process, authors in [15–17] proposed several strategies. Most concentrate on independent task scheduling and concentrate on single metrics, such as energy or execution application time. In [16] the authors studied the task scheduling problem to reduce energy consumption, by assuming that the cloud and the mobile devices can not run simultaneously. While exploiting parallelism between the cloud and the mobile devices can quickly improve the
application execution time. For instance, a heuristics [18] and genetic algorithms [19] introduced to reduce the application tasks execution time respecting task execution order. Authors in [11] target the device's energy where propose a task allocation strategy for heterogeneous devices and mobile cloud. Furthermore, offloading computing of dependent tasks have been discussed in [9, 11]. In [9], the authors target the reduction of execution time by introducing a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme to reduce the overall latency while offloading dependent tasks to multiple devices. In [20], authors suggested deterministic and probabilistic delay constrained task partitioning algorithms to optimize the total of remote computational cost and mobile energy usage of all application tasks with delay constraints in polynomial time, where tasks are structured in form of a tree for sake of simplicity. However, both [21] and [20] assumed that the devices have infinite capacity. In contrast, our proposed task dependency offloading model regards the device constraint resource where it can serve more than one user and perform more than one task according to the device’s ability.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Cloud computing offers easy accessibility and cooperation, but cloud centralization could expose it to a bottleneck problem due to the massive network traffic generated by the user's offloading requests. Also, adding a delay to the network, due to the large gap between the users and the cloud resources. For example, a self-driving car, it is critical to have the shortest possible time from collecting data through sensors to making a decision and then acting on it. Hence enabling computing at the network edge by placing computing resources within the edge network can improve the time response system. Although the advantages brought by the edge, the resource limitation remains challenging. For that, we introduced a DCC architecture, where consists of different layers collaborate with each other to mitigate the network burden as much as possible and increase the system performance.

Fig. 1 presents our proposed architecture where it consists of 3 tiers: a device layer, cloudlet layer, and cloud layer(DCC). The device layer consists of a set of heterogeneous devices, the cloudlet layer consists of a set of computing resources provided close to the user in the form of servers, and the last tier represents the cloud servers. Usually, edge devices play a limited role in sending data and information to and receiving processed information from the cloud. In our case, we explore the idle edge device resource for executing tasks to reduce the traffic of the network backbone and the response time. This requires a smart offloading task policy to explore the edge devices resource efficiently. Some offloading computing policies have been proposed regarding the energy and device computation cost. However, these policies assign the offloading tasks directly to the fog or to the cloud without considering the communication cost. This motivates us to investigate on offloading policy to reduce the communication and computation cost in an efficient manner within our proposed DCC architecture.

Allowing communication between devices can alleviate the communication burden at the edge network, where tasks are executed locally within devices instead of sent to cloudlet or cloud servers. Let N is the number of computing nodes and M is the number of computing tasks to be assigned. Our objective is to provide an optimal collaboration strategy regarding the communication cost, focusing on delegating the M computational correlated tasks to the appropriate computing nodes. In addition, the device location on the network can affect the task execution process due to their mobility, hence a management process required to avoid task execution failure.

A. An Overview of DCC

The DCC computing system provides a computing resource at different levels, where users can use it. When a user initiates its offloading process, the application tasks distinguished into different types, where each task will offload to the corresponding computing node according to its feature and the node ability. Application remote tasks can be classified into two main types, tasks with high computing and low communication (computation tasks) which are suitable to be offloaded to the cloud, and tasks with low computing and high communication (communication tasks) that are preferable to be executed at the nearby computing devices whether in device layer or edge layer. Fig. 2 illustrates different cases for the offloading process within the DCC system. As we can see in Case 1: User A initiates the offloading process where is starting by offloading communication tasks within its nearby computing nodes in the corresponding cluster. The communication tasks that cannot be handled inter-cluster, it is offloaded to neighboring clusters through the edge node as shown in Case 2. In Case 3: Computation tasks offloaded toward the edge nodes due to their high computation resource needs. Case 4: reflect on the tasks that cannot be performed in the current edge node due to the edge node resource limitation which is preferable to offloaded towards the neighboring edge nodes.

B. Dynamic Cloudlet Formation

The creation of mobile cloudlets in form of clusters helps to reduce energy consumption during the task offloading process, especially when considering scalability and robustness [22]. As a result, when the device’s arrangement is suitably adjusted, the network life duration period is prolonged (without the need to replace the nodes’ batteries). Centralized and distributed cluster formation approaches have been proposed in the literature [23]. Each one has advantages and disadvantages, where relying on the centralized approach provides an optimal bound over the distributed schemes, while the distributed approach shown is resistant to network topology changes but consumes significant edge devices energy which is critical. In contrast, the centralized approach is not scalable but it consumes low energy. However, we relied on the centralized approach where two important issues related to the clustering process for task offloading should be addressed. The first one: which are the suitable cluster nodes for current task execution according to task features (i.e. Soft and Hard deadline)? The second one: where should tasks be executed for optimal execution “INTER/INTRA Cluster”? Note that users can perform similar tasks giving the same outcome. Therefore, allowing caching among clusters can improve the application response time.
The cloudlet formation is the process of finding the most adequate clustering method of intermediate servers. Cloudlet formation has been explored in previous works in different area with different networks. K-means algorithm introduced in [24] which is one of the common algorithms used for the clustering process. This algorithm partitions data set into K clusters using the mean euclidean distance. We adjusted the K-means algorithm to fit our task offloading scenario where the cluster head (CH) is responsible for task offloading outside the cluster (i.e. offload tasks toward the edge server), and cluster members (CM) receive and send their tasks among each other and toward the CH. In order to prolong the cluster lifetime and to shield the network from the results drawbacks due to the CH mobility, each node in the cluster can act as a CH when the current CH is out of service or under a certain threshold. In addition, the K-mean clustering algorithm strongly depends on the initial centroids, where inappropriate centroids distribution can leads to low performance. Hence, in order to ensure an effective cluster formation, we determine the initial K cluster centroids based on nodes locations, the formulation is presented as follows:

(A) Define initial centroids: Fig. 3
1) First, we define an initial centroid $Center_j$ for all network nodes $N$, where $X_i$ refers to the location of nodes in the network.

$$Center_j = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i}{N} \tag{1}$$

2) Second, Select next centroids according to the initial centroid $Center_j$ edges (-max, max) in such way that the euclidean distance maximized.

3) After determining the initial K centroids, the eligible nodes will join to the corresponding cluster with the nearest centroid $Center_j$ using the following function:

$$\sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \|X_i^{(j)} - Center_j\|^2 \tag{2}$$

To this end, the K numbers of the cluster centers are designated in such a way that the limitation of the basic algorithm such as the inappropriate distribution of the nodes have been covered.

In order to select the appropriate computing nodes that will serves as CHs, the corresponding cloudlet server calculate the energy residual and computing capacity of each cluster $S$, $S = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_k\}$

1) Calculate the average node computing energy of each cluster.

$$e_{avg} (S_i(j)) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{S_i(j)} e(j)_i}{|S_i(j)|} \quad \forall j \in 1, 2, \ldots, |S_i| \tag{3}$$

where $e(j)_i$ and $e_{avg} (S_i(j))$ are the residual energy of the $j_{th}$ member node and the average cluster energy of $S_i$ respectively.

2) Calculate the average node computing capacity of each cluster.

$$c_{avg} (S_i(j)) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{S_i(j)} c(j)_i}{|S_i(j)|} \quad \forall j \in 1, 2, \ldots, |S_i| \tag{4}$$

3) After determining the computation and energy averages, the potential clusters head nodes are expressed as fol-
C. User Mobility Offloading Model

Note that the offloading decision is affected by nodes mobility. For this reason, we assigned to each user a random way-point mobility (RWP) model as defined in [25], which is widely used to describe nodes movement. In this model, the mobility trajectories of node i represented by TR_i = (X_i,X_{i-1},t_i,v_i), |X_i - X_{i-1}| reference to the crossed distance during t_i with the variant speed v_i. Two mobile nodes can communicate if their on the same range |X_i(t) - X_j(t)| < R. X_j(t) = {X_1(t),X_2(t).....X_n(t)} represents the nodes location at instant t and R represents the transmission range as shown in Fig. 4.

To realize a successful and efficient offloading, the communication time is regarded as the main factor to complete the task operation. Since the relation between computing nodes is not stable, we introduce communication time CT_j(t) which indicate the link duration time between node j and node i within cluster S_j, represent by:

\[ CT_j(t) = \{ t : t_{finish} - t_{start} \} \]  

\[ t_{start} = \inf_{0 \leq t \leq T} \{ t : ||X_i(t) - X_j(t)|| \leq R \} \]  

\[ t_{finish} = \inf_{0 \leq t \leq T} \{ t : \forall t' \geq t' \leq t, ||X_i(t') - X_j(t')|| > R \} \]  

D. System Model Description

We defined a global and local middleware works as an SDN controller to fulfill the users offloading requests at the edge and monitoring the network and mobile devices state. The global middleware (GMDW) work on monitoring and redirecting the traffic through all network between the static cloudlets nodes (SC), while the local middleware (LMDW) focuses on managing the local explored area. Fig. 5 shows the architecture model where all mobile devices can subscribe to profit from the SC resources. In this architecture, users notify their states, including location, storage capacity, energy level and CPU to the corresponding SC. GMDW can enhance the network throughput by offloading data to the less overloaded servers across the network according to the user’s density variation in different areas. LMDW can control and track users due to their mobility.

Fig. 5 displays global and local middleware (GMDW, LMDW) components, each one associated with different components. First, the GMDW consists of Static Cloudlet Profiler (SCP) includes information concerning the status of supervised SC nodes (server load, location, processing power, etc.) and Static Cloudlet Network Profiler (SCNP) to monitor the network traffic over the available various SCs in the network. While Static Cloudlet Request Resolver (SCR) is in charge of solving the offloaded heavy tasks. In the end, Task Offloading Decision (TOD) is responsible for task offloading decisions among the SCs based on the gathered information (SCs, network states, and the offloaded requests).

Second, the LMDW consists of task and resource management components, in which all collected information is concerning the edge devices states and the offloaded tasks. Resource Manager involves a Resource Classifier (RC) and a Profiler, the RC works on classifying the available resource on the network using the Profiler metadata. While the Profiler is responsible for monitoring the local network and device states. In addition, the Task Manager includes a Task Classifier and Solver. Where Task Classifier ranges the tasks according to their features and constraints. The Solver takes responsibility for sending and receiving the offloading request towards nodes according to the scheduling decision. Based on the resource and tasks information provided by the previously mentioned components a Local Task Offloaded (LTO) offload the computing tasks to the suitable devices using a partition task and resource allocation algorithms, which will be discussed later in the next sections taking into account the task deadline and their dependencies also the device’s connectivity.
E. Optimal Decision of Task Offloading

Although not all application tasks are suitable for remote execution, binary and partial offloading strategies have been introduced in [26–28] as shown in Fig. 6. Binary Offloading requires a task to be executed as a whole either locally at the device or remotely on the MEC server. Partial Offloading allows a task to be partitioned into two parts, some executed locally and some execute remotely. In practice, binary offloading is easier to implement and suitable for simple tasks that are not partitionable, while partial offloading is favorable for complex tasks that include multiple methods such as augmented reality and face recognition applications.

1) Task Specification

We represent a task flow by an acyclic directed graph $G_i=(V_M,E)$, where $V_M=\{T_1, T_2, T_3, \ldots, T_M\}$ represents the set of computing tasks and $E$ represent the communication link between tasks. A task $T_i$ depends on task $T_i-1$ if there is a edge between them. We assume that each computing node can serve more than one task on time based on its available resources, and can offload its computing tasks by a single hop. Each task $T_i$ of $V_M$ associated with following variables ($w_i$, $i_1$, $o_1$, $\tau_i$, $e_i$), where $w_i$ represent the computation workload, ($i_1$, $o_1$) represent the input and output data size, $\tau_i$ represent the task execution deadline time and $e_i$ represent the energy. Those parameters related to the application nature such as real-time application e.g “recognition face and augmented reality”. Where this type of application requires a hard deadline (i.e. tasks execute respecting to its $\tau_i$) comparing to soft deadline application such networking apps where tasks can accept latency with relatively small $\tau_i$. The task parameters can be forecast or estimated based on the device profiler as mentioned in [21,29], which facilitates the execution process and assess the communication cost resulting during the tasks interactions.

2) Task Classification

According to [30], the application tasks can be could be classified according to the execution mode, tasks that can be run locally and tasks that must be executed remotely on the cloud, and those that can be executed on both modes. Hence, we distinguished the application tasks into three categories (Local, Shared, and Heavy) tasks. Local tasks refer to un-offloadable tasks denote by $T_h$ (tasks that use local device components such “camera, GPS, user interface”). Shared Tasks denote by $T_s$ refers to communication tasks that require low computation and high communication cost and can executed on both modes, either remotely or locally based on the device’s resources. While heavy tasks denote by $T_h$ refers to computation tasks that require a high computation and low communication cost and can be execute remotely at the edge within cloudlet nodes or the cloud. It was pointed out in [31], that shared tasks constitute the majority of network traffic and therefore, an optimum offloading regarding $T_s$ can enhance the network performance.

3) Task Offloading Computing Model

In order to ensure an efficient cooperative offloading within the DCC system, we evaluate the energy consumption and task execution time for local and remote task execution.

1) Local Computing

the execution time and energy consumption for local computation could be expressed as follows:

$$T(i,j) = \omega(i,j)/f_j \quad \text{And} \quad E(i,j) = T(i,j)*P_j \quad (8)$$

Where $f_j$ is the device CPU frequency and $P_j$ represent the computation energy of device $j$ for task $i$. $\omega(i,j)$ : represent task $i$ workload on device $j$.

2) Remote Computing

tasks can be executed remotely on the edge server or remotely at neighbor devices. For that, we discuss the communication overhead in terms of execution time and energy consumption for both cases, respectively:

For a task $i_{th}$ executed by device $j$, the execution time for both cases (at the nearby mobile device or at the edge node), includes input data uploading, cloudlet execution, and result downloading.

$$T(i) = \ln_i \cdot \frac{\omega_i}{f} + \frac{\text{out}_i}{D} \quad (9)$$

For energy cost:

$$e(i) = \ln_i \cdot p_s + \frac{\omega_i}{f} \cdot p_j + \frac{\text{out}_i}{D} \cdot p_r \quad (10)$$

$p_s$ and $p_r$ are the transmitting energy for uploading and downloading data.

4) Cooperation Task Execution Strategy

In this subsection, we described the functioning of our proposed offloading algorithm where it demonstrates the offloading phases. When a resource constraint occurs in a device, the designed nodes offload their computing task to their neighbor nodes within the current mobile dynamic cloudlet or to other computing nodes via CHs according to the central scheduler decision. Tasks can be executed parallel or sequentially based on their correlation as shown in Fig. 7, where nodes I and T indicate initiation and termination of the application, respectively, and the intermediate nodes indicate either tasks that can execute remotely or not. For instance, the tasks in Fig. 7 assigned to nearby computing nodes according to certain execution paths, such as $P_1(T3,T7,T9)$ assigned to $N_1$, $P_2(T4,T6,T8)$ assigned to $N_2$ and $(T2,T5)$ assigned to $N_3$. Based on the execution flow, we partition our task graph between I and T in terms of communication usage according to the heaviest execution paths, where it considered a near-optimal execution strategy and we denoted the communication
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Fig. 7: Application tasks follow topology including communication and computation tasks, vertex weight refers to task cost by $CC_{i,j}$ where:

$$
CC_{i,j} = \frac{in_{i,j}}{B_{upload}} + \frac{out_{i,j}}{B_{download}}
$$

Besides that, we represented the task offloading decision on two major cases as illustrated in Fig. 8.

**Case 1:** $N_1$ offload tasks to $N_2$ and $N_3$. $N_2$ execute the offloaded task by $N_1$ and send output results to $N_3$ to resume its task execution. Distributed tasks among the cluster nodes should be done in an efficient manner to reduce the communication overhead, energy consumption, and delay. Hence, we proposed a greedy task partition algorithm to seek near-optimal allocation to achieve efficient offloading according to available computing resources.

**Case 2:** $N_1$ offload tasks to $N_c$ and waiting for the result back to resume its execution, where it is not practical to rely on one edge server on dense networks due to the enormous resulting requests from edge devices. When the edge server is unable to handle the assigned tasks, it will offload part of its nearby edge servers where smart selection methods are required, which is out of the scope of the current work and can be considered future work.

Since the application may include dependent and independent tasks, we focused on the dependent communication tasks (shared tasks) that add burden to the network, due to their high interaction cost. We minimized interaction between nodes by mapping tasks with high interactions on the same computing node as illustrated in Fig. 7. This, reduces the communication cost, task execution time, and extend the network lifetime. Consequently, we defined the application overall execution time $T_{app}$ within the computing cluster as follows:

$$
T_{app} = T_{app}^n + T_{app}^e
$$

Fig. 8: Tasks Dependency Cases

Where $Time^n_i$ indicate the tasks execution time at nearby devices and $time^e_i$ indicate the execution time at the edge nodes.

$$
Time^n_i, N_d \in Q_j = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{C} \left(C_i \delta_{i,j} + UD \delta_{i,j}^d + W \delta_{i,j}^d \right) (13)
$$

$N_d$ denotes the selected node to perform the assigned task $\delta_{i,j}$ of node $N_u$. $UD \delta_{i,j}^d$ represent computing time of task $j$ at node $i$, $W \delta_{i,j}^d$ represent data upload and download time and $W \delta_{i,j}^d$ denote waiting data receiving time.

More formally, our proposed task scheduling allocation algorithm can formally be defined as the succeeding integer linear programming problem (ILP) 0-1 where decision variable $d_{i,j}$ addressed properly, $d_{i,j} = 1$ indicates that the $j_{th}$ task is assigned to the remote node $i$.

$$
\text{minimize } \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{C} CC_{i,j} \cdot d_{i,j} (14)
$$

subject to

$$
\sum_{j=1}^{C} d_{i,j} T_{i,j} \leq CT_i (\tau), i = 1, 2, \ldots, |M| (15)
$$

$$
\sum_{j=1}^{C} d_{i,j} C_i (\delta_{i,j}) \leq c_i (\tau), i = 1, 2, \ldots, |Q| (16)
$$

$$
d_{i,j} = 0, 1, i = 1, \ldots, |Q|; j = 1, \ldots, |M| (17)
$$

5) Centralized Task Scheduling Algorithm Description

Note that the response time of nearby computing nodes to deliver the output task result could vary depending on the computing capacity, connection time, and network condition. For that, we defined an electing strategy to evaluate the computing nodes’ eligibility within each mobile cloudlet.

1) Qualified Nodes Election Process

Node mobility could be a barrier during the offloading process leading to a task failure. Therefore, we set low task computation and communication time barriers to deal with task execution time respecting to task deadline within the cluster $S_i$ nodes. Moreover, we maintained appropriate energy $e_j$ to support the task completion time. Note that the
Algorithm 1: Greedy Task Graph Partition Algorithm

Input: Cluster node $N_c$, Originator $N_i$, Task graph $G_t=\langle V_t, E \rangle$, $V_t =$ Application Tasks, $E =$ Dependency links

Output: Mapped task among our DCC Edge Tasks (i.e. Clouddlet Server), Unoffloadable Tasks (i.e. locally), Shared Tasks (i.e. Neighbor Devices)

1. initialization
2. Create a queue PrimaryTasks.
3. PrimaryTasks := $S$ successors in AGD.
4. $S :=$ Represent DCC Asc nodes in cluster $S_K$ according their resources.
5. for each Node $i$ of $S_K$ do
6. if $CT_i(t) > C \left( \delta_{i}^{u,d} \right) $ and $ET_i(t) > D \left( \delta_{i}^{u,d} \right)$ then
7. if Node $i$ have enough Energy then
8. Add Node $i$ to Eligible Node List LENi.
9. for each Node $j$ of LEN $N_c$ do
10. while NoFinish do
11. $E_i :=$ Max(Path) if CurrentTask != TerminateTask and CurrentTask nonExplored then
12. if $C_j > C \left( \delta_j \right)$ then
13. Assign Taski To Nodej.
14. Taski is Explored
15. else
16. i=k Last Explored Node
17. Break
18. else
19. if CurrentTask == TerminateTask Or CurrentTask is Explored then
20. Remove Ti From PrimaryTasks Queue.
21. UPDATE(PrimaryTasks).
23. if $C_j > C \left( \delta_j \right)$ then
25. if PrimaryTasks isEmpty then
26. Finish := True

Fig. 9: Task Flow Partition Result

To evaluate our proposed partitioning algorithm, we conducted our experiment scenario over a large number of simulations, where we assign to each task node a computation weight and a communication weight for each edge. We have implemented the GTGP algorithm using Matlab that can serve as proof of its feasibility and utility. The algorithm assigns the target tasks to the mobile devices with the highest relative computing capacity, respecting devices connection, and energy constraints. For instance, Fig. 9 shows the partition result in which the start task and the terminate task methods are assumed unoffloadable tasks. Tasks D, G, I, J assigned to device 1, tasks C, F assigned to device 2, and tasks B, E, H, K assigned to device 3. Mobile devices 1 and 3 receive the output resulting data from the device 2 to presume the execution of their tasks with the following edge costs (E-H and E-I).

A. Performance of GTGP Algorithm

We compared the overall communication cost of mobile devices with random and uniform offloading strategies to our proposed GTGP algorithm under different numbers of tasks i.e. “different application size”. As shown in the Fig. 10. Compared to the other two algorithms, the GTGP algorithm shown the lowest communication cost. Because GTGP works on exploiting the device computing resources completely and communication time (CT) that can be obtained using a prediction model [29] should be reasonable to meet the task needs. While exchange time (ET) defined to ensure the successful data transfer between the originator and the neighbor nodes. Hence, the selection process must satisfy the following condition:

$CT_j > C \left( \delta_{i,j} \right)$, $ET_j > D \left( \delta_{i,j} \right)$ and $e_j > E$

2) Task Graph Partition

After determining the eligible nodes sets $Q$ within the mobile cloudlets, we introduce a greedy task graph offloading partition algorithm for acyclic task graph $G_1$. The algorithm takes a $G_1$ as input, which includes task nodes represented as vertices and communication link between nodes represented as edges. Note that the communication cost between tasks at the same node is negligible.

- Tasks Classification:

First, we distinguished tasks into different sets of unoffloadable tasks (Local), computation tasks (heavy), and communication tasks (shared). Unoffloadable tasks execute on the device due to its special features while the remaining tasks execute remotely. Apart from this, unoffloadable and com-
executes the correlated tasks with the high interaction cost in the same device. While random offloading algorithm runs separately in different devices, which may add more delay due to the resulting transmission. We observed that the uniform offloading strategy with the small-scale application can give similar performance to our algorithm, this relates to the task graph bifurcation where the probability to flow the same execution path is high at the start-up phase, while as the application size scales the communication cost increases and diverges from each other.

1) Computation and Communication Energy consumption

In Fig. 11, we compared the performance of our proposed algorithm during the offloading process to the random and uniform algorithms overall different shared tasks i.e (tasks with low workload and high interaction) in terms of the following Axes. The first axe represents, energy consumption resulting due to the data transmission i.e. (task interactions), and the second axe represents, energy consumption for task execution. Random and uniform offloading strategies usually work on assigning tasks separately to the different available computing nodes which can be practical for independent tasks while increasing the communication costs for dependent tasks. Our GTG algorithm shows low energy consumption considering the data transmission overall the two prior mentioned strategies while showing high energy consumption for the computing process. We note that the gain energy brought by decreasing the communication cost can affect inversely the energy devices due to the task computing burden on the device. However, the energy consumption resulting due to the the computing can be acceptable in case the communication cost is very high.

B. Performance of DCC Architecture

The application tasks could be executed in a cooperative manner where multiple heterogeneous devices can share their resources within the proposed computing system DCC. In this subsection, we show the advantages of DCC layers separately and completely on the function of the network usage, task failed ratio, and task completion delay.

1) Network Usage

We executed our application with DCC layers as shown in Fig. 12 where the application consists of high computation and communication tasks, high computation tasks should be offloaded to the cloudlet or cloud nodes which is clear due to the surrounded device resource limitation, and the high communication tasks should be offloaded to the nearby devices, according to the scheduler decision. Fig. 12 shows the offloading process of communication tasks where it shows that relying only on the cloud consumes more bandwidth comparing to the cloudlet and devices while offloading tasks to the nearby nodes showing the lowest consumed bandwidth.

2) Task Failure Ratio

In our experiment, we adopted a clustering schema to form a dynamic mobile cloudlet where each mobile within the cloudlet able to receive and send tasks. When a mobile node intends to offload its computing tasks, it starts by offloading tasks to eligible nodes within the same cloudlet and then offloading outside the mobile cloudlet according to the task scheduler. Note that the offloading outside the mobile cloudlet is affected through the cloudlet server to avoid extra routing.
cost, which is considered a challenge in a dynamic network. Fig. 13 shows the task failure ratio overall offloaded tasks, where with 100 tasks, the task failure ratio is 0.2 with mobile cloudlet, and 0.45 without mobile cloudlet. We observe that offloading tasks failed ratio via mobile cloudlet is the lowest for various application scales and this relies on the reliability of the connection given by the mobile cloudlet to the cloudlet server.

3) Task Completion Delay

Fig. 14 shown the average delay of our proposed scheduling algorithm over different architectures (Cloud-Only, CloudAndCloudlet, DCC). In the beginning of the offloading process, the average completion delay is almost identical for the different architectures, then it starts increases significantly, where with the Cloud-Only the delay increases to 9.5 seconds with 400 devices and to 900s with 1000 devices. And for the CloudAndCloudlet the delay changes from 9.5s with 400 devices to 400.3s with 1000 devices. Hence, this difference relies on the computing nodes’ location. Although offloading computing with CloudAndCloudlet shown acceptable results comparing to the cloud but it’s still limited in dense networks. However, when the cloud and cloudlet devices unable to fulfill the users offloading requests, integrating the devices layer within the cloud and cloudlet layers showed efficient results, where the delay achieve (2s,5s) with (400,500) devices respectively and 400s with 1000 devices.

C. Experiment Evaluation

To explore the feasibility of our experiment, we have built a software-defined as proof of concept for our DCC architecture (SDDCC). We chose a facial recognition system as a scenario for our experiment due to its intensive computing tasks. It consists of smart mobile phones and a cloudlet server. Smart mobile phones act as an IP mobile camera. The cloudlet server works for automatic face recognition or verification of an individual from a digital image or a video frame from a live streaming source. It can be used primarily in crowded areas such as airports, stadiums, and army areas. Using a face recognition algorithm could be a good demonstration to show the experiment results due to its task diversity, where consists of different computation and communication tasks such as capture frames task, face extraction task, face detection task, extraction face features, matching face, etc.

1) Experiment Setup

We defined a central scheduler within our specified SDN to determine optimum tasks scheduling, using the input information provided by the network and edge devices. Based on the node resources, eligible computing nodes within the formed mobile clusters are selected to share their resources which subject to prior mention constraints in the previous sections. In addition, note that the central scheduler is familiar with the entire local network where includes device profiles. Furthermore, in order to evaluate our proposed GTGP algorithm performance, we analyzed a face-recognition application using application profiler in [32] to select sub computing task, including dependent and independent tasks. Fig. 15 represents the task recognition face call graph that describes the application process. In the experiment scenario, we implement a compute-intensive recognition face mobile application using Openvc Library and NDN using JNI function and determine its corresponding tasks according to [32] where the application includes 19 tasks. Moreover, we build central middleware using JAVA work on monitoring the hull network and device profiling. We run the computes tasks in the proposed framework, which contains infrastructure-based static cloudlets and dynamic mobile cloudlets.

2) Experiment Configuration

The application and scenario experiments are based on an environment depicted in table I. We have fixed the numbers of mobile devices between 10 and 30 devices. These devices have a processing frequency of 300MHz-600MHz, respectively and the targeted application includes 19 tasks. A server node acts as a cloudlet node located one hop away from the mobile devices with a computing capacity of 0.5GHz-3GHz and a quad-core CPU.
3) Application Response Time

To get an accurate estimation of the application response time, we run the face recognition application tasks within various architectures, locally at the device or remotely with CloudAndCloudlet and the DCC. It can be seen clearly that in Fig. 16 the response execution time with CloudAndCloudlet and the DCC is significantly reduced compared to the local device execution. It takes more than 15 minutes to process and detect 200 frames of streaming on mobile devices, while it takes less than 1 minute with the other remote offloading strategies. We observe that at the beginning, the remote offloading strategies have identical response time and then it starts increasing with video size scaling. We note that the offloading over DCC showed the lowest response time compared to CloudAndCloudlet and Cloudlet only, confirming that the offloading through DCC can improve the system performance.

4) Energy Consumption Within Different Offloading Strategies

Fig. 17 shows the results of the average communication energy consumed within the different computing clusters using random, uniform offloading strategies, and the GTGP offloading algorithm. In order to measure the communication energy, we select random devices within clusters 1 and 2 which have insufficient energy. Each cluster consisting of 10 devices at most. The results showed that the energy usage of the GTGP offloading algorithm is the lowest compared to the two other strategies. This relies on the task assignment strategy during the offloading process. By using random/uniform offloading strategies, tasks can be assigned equitably/inequitably to the surrounded computing nodes which consume more resources. By our GTGP algorithm, the assignment process among computing clusters is affected based on devices’ capacities and their locations which can reduce energy consumption. We note that the energy consumed by cluster 1 is higher than the other two clusters. Since the randomly selected nodes tend to offload their computing tasks within the same cluster node than to the other nodes in other clusters.

Fig. 17: Cluster Energy Usage

5) Conclusion

In this paper, we have evaluated the task and resource allocation problem of multiple tasks for a single application within the DCC environment taking into account the task dependencies and user mobility, and we have introduced a greedy task graph partition GTGP offloading algorithm, where the tasks scheduling process is assisted according to the device computing capabilities with following a greedy optimization approach to minimize the tasks communication cost. Over trace-driven and randomized simulations, the results show that our GTGP algorithm outperforms effectively over random and uniform offloading strategies. In addition, we build a
framework works as an SDN based on managing the offloading process in a centralized manner. Moreover, we implement a compute-intensive mobile application to operate in DCC architecture, which mostly includes infrastructure-based cloudlets, mobile cloudlets, and cloud. The experiment results also show that the performance of our proposed mechanism is excellent.
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